
A Dream

Wyze Mindz

[Interlude: 1]
What is the value of truth Master? This is hard for me to understand

So is truth
But should I not always speak the truth, no matter what the consequences?

Recognize that all words are part false and part true, limited by our imperfect understanding
But strive always for honesty within yourself

[Interlude: 2]
Let me tell ya something you already know. The world ain't all sunshine and rainbows

It's a very mean and nasty place and I don't care how tough you are
It will beat you to your knees and keep you there permanently if you let it

You, me, nobody is gonna hit harder than life, but it ain't about how hard you hit
It's about how hard you can get hit and keep moving forward

How much you can take and keep moving forward, that's how winning is done
Now if you know what you're worth then go out and get what you're worth

But you have to willing to take the hits and not point fingers saying you ain't what you want to 
be

Because of him or her or anybody. Cowards do that and that ain't you
You're better than that

[Verse: 1] (Apacalypze)
Nightmares and cold sweats resembles a close death

I woke from a dream, now I feel like I'm suspect
Past life events want to puzzle my intellect

It came back to haunt you with a penalties reflect
My dream world posses wings, I'm lifting objects
Don't know exactly the means, I guess it's projects
Resurrect back with a vessel that couldn't die yet

Martin Luther King had a dream, I know his progress
A new president behind forcefields or arcitech

This time gas and oil is never a subject
But government's wicked, I diatech

Cause god bless me with a vision to overrule the nonsense
The dream is my heart with heavy motion with no ledge

It seems it's a start, there's no beginning, there's no sketch
I wake up, Mayflower shipwreck, a reject

Amercia the land of the free, they lied, I double checked

[Interlude: 3]
Follow your prupose. This is what will defeat it all. If you're on your purpose
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Even death respects purpose. That's why I"m here, because I'm on my purpose
You don't think they hear me every day? But you know what?

They can't do nothing to a person that stands with the truth

[Verse: 2]
I live in a place where the homeless stay next door to the rich folk

And Death still walks by my side holding the pitchfork
Maybe I'm just losing my mind or see it clearly

Maybe I reveal all the lies but y'all don't hear me
Where broken dream are used like concrete to pave the roads

We are stuck inside a hellhole, money's got control
I fear for the future, only reason cause we losin'

We abusin' what was given, made the world an institution
The corpartions inslave us untill robots replace us

And I feel so much anger that's been with me through the ages
Time to face us like grown men, don't hide behind your podium
Don't worry about what mode I'm in, feelings I never hold em in

Cats seem to be noticing, don't matter what you rollin' in
It matters about your soul on the inside, just focus in

Hip-Hop turned to fraud actors, askin what's my roll again?
So we're here to keep it raw and make it all dope again......what?

[Interlude: 4]
Alot of people because they're impatient and want things right now

They allow their dreams to die in rejection
They allow their dreams to die in bankrupsy

They allow their dreams to die in negitive conversations
They allow their dreams to die in excuses

They allow their dreams to die inside of them because...
Their not patient...They don't trust...They don't believe

Beliefe and trust gives you patientce

[Interlude: 5]
Never have the nations of the world had so much to loose, or so much to gain
Together we shale save our planet, or together we shale parish in it's flames

Save it we can, Save it we must. And then shale we earn
The eternel thanks of mankind, and it's peacemakers

The eternel blessing of God
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